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in the 1960s, college student Dale Desouza developed speed powers during an experiment that
he joined for extra credit. it wasn’t long before he was using his newfound abilities for good,
proving himself to be as heroic as he was fast, as the super-speedster Bullet! Unfortunately,
using his powers caused his body to age rapidly and dale was left an elderly man in his 20s
after pushing himself to save the world from an alien threat. Dale’s story continues in...











































Welcome to the inaugural installment of the
Bullet Adventures le�ers page! I hope to
make this a fun place to chat about the
characters and storylines, answer ques�ons,
and hear what you, the reader, have to say
about the book (good or bad!). Heck, send in
photos of yourself with the book, fan art, or
even cosplay! Each issue, I’ll award one le�er
writer with a limited variant cover of an
Altruist Comics book.

So let’s get on to the le�ers, star�ng with this
issue’s winner of a glow-in-the-dark variant of
The Sensa�onal Swan!

Randy,

I loved everything you did with this book. The
artwork rocks. The story is easy to follow. You
have lots of good humor that had me actually
laughing out loud. You had some campy super
hero stuff in there, but you kept the story
grounded with a real and relatable central
character. Not surprisingly, the twist caught me
completely off-guard. This is exactly the kind of
feel good story that makes my day!

Darcy Aylwin

Thanks Darcy! I’m glad Jordan and I hit the
mark with all of that stuff, and it sounds like
you had as much fun with the story as we did.
The aim really was to create a good-hearted
superhero tale that wasn’t afraid to show its
colourful side. It’s a throwback to classic
stories through a modern lens.

I agree the artwork rocked! Kath Lobo did an
incredible job handling the superheroics, as
well as the characters falling in love (with us
falling in love along with them). She wasn’t

able to return when we started this one, but
Lara (and Nico/Fran) have stepped up big
�me with this new series. I can’t wait to show
off everything that we have in store!

Hello Randy!

So, I finally got around to reading the Bullet
one shot and I thought it was great. Dale is
such a great character and his suppor�ng cast
really add to his world and make it feel that
much more lived in. If this is the kind of quality
we can expect from Bullet Adventures, then
I’m super excited. But one ques�on crossed my
mind while reading this. Obviously Bullet
works as a standalone one-shot, but it’s also

Want to learn more about the creators behind
your favourite Bullet Adventures?

First up is this issue’s ar�st: Lara Kane!

Where did you grow up? Portugal, near Sintra
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Crunchy or smooth peanut bu�er? Crunchy

Le� or right handed? Right
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ge�ng a follow up with Bullet Adventures. So,
what was the balance like of respec�ng what
came before while trying to create more within
the world of Bullet?

Thanks,
Owen

Bullet was definitely the highest quality book
I’ve worked on, and I think we’ve even
topped it with this issue and beyond! The
one-shot was special because it really does
work on its own. If I never did another comic,
I would s�ll be happy with that one. Since
there wasn’t a need to expand on anything
we told in that story, it’s clear that this series
came about simply because we loved the
characters and wanted to play in that sandbox
again. We’re building off of the groundwork
of the original, but you’ll see that this series is
full of adventures that take us in all kinds of
new direc�ons.

Hi Randy and team,

I wanted to let you know that I really enjoyed
the Bullet one-shot and can’t wait for Bullet
Adventures. It’ll be fun to see Dale and the
others in an ongoing story! I had lots of
ques�ons a�er reading the one-shot, but was
most curious about the villains and where they
came from. Were they always around but Dale
wasn’t aware of them? Or did they emerge in
response to Dale’s superhero ability? Leopard
Gecko in par�cular seems like a cool villain and
I was curious if they too had powers like Dale,
or whether they were modified as part of an
experiment?

I hope we get to see more of the Michael/Dale
rela�onship in the ongoing series, as you all
did a nice job of crea�ng a schism between

them with Michael not approving of Dale’s
superhero adventures. Perhaps Michael was
the scien�st who ‘created’ Bullet’s villains?

Thanks again, and I’m looking forward to Bullet
Adventures and maybe even that long
an�cipated crossover with the Sensa�onal
Swan universe?!

John

Hey John, thanks for the le�er. I wouldn’t say
that the villains emerged as a response to
Bullet being on the scene, but they definitely
started popping up around the same �me.
The ‘60s were a strange decade for sure! As
you know from this issue, poor Leopold’s
transforma�on was from an experiment and
many of the other villains Bullet faced in the
one-shot have roots in science and
technology.

Michael definitely had his own interests in
mind right from the start, and that could
definitely lead to the poten�al future version
of him we saw in the opening here. With any
luck, his encounter with Dale set him down
the right path.

As for Swan, I would love for him to make an
appearance here and it may happen some
day. For now, we have so many stories to tell
as we bring our adventures to the present day
with the second issue.

But wait, there’s more! We’ve also got the
first installment of an ongoing backup story
called The Backdoor Pilots star�ng next page.

Enjoy!
Randy Stone

Cover A
(le�)

Cover B
(right)

Next Issue:Next Issue:
Our super speedy star faces a familiar, frosty foe!
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“This is a comic for people who love comics!"

- Gail Simone (New York Times #1 bestselling graphic novelist)

“You'd hope that a book about a guy with super-speed would move
with some serious energy, and Bullet certainly does. What makes
Bullet worth reading is that it doesn't just move; it's moving.”

- Mark O. Stack (Weekend Warrior Comics, Young Offenders!)

On the eve of his death, Dale DeSouza has an encounter with an
acquaintence from the future, and takes a journey to his past.
Experience an all new chapter of the speedy hero’s life in this
continuing series, Bullet Adventures!
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